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in this episode we listen to how one of the great masters of the art of teaching has approached his craft. dr. gene a. smith is considered one of the true masters of education and his method of teaching and learning can be used for anyone who wants to learn better and faster. smith is a researcher,
educator, and author. he is the best-selling author of how to write and sell nonfiction books, how to write and sell fiction books, and how to teach and learn like dr. smith. smith is currently a full professor of english education at the university of connecticut. in addition, he is the author of 15 other books,

including the gene a. smith nonfiction writing and book publishing system, the nonfiction writing and book publishing system, and his latest book, the gene a. smith program for fast, easy, and fun book publishing and writing. the method that dr. gene a. smith employs to teach is the most powerful
method that exists for anyone who wants to learn better and faster. dr. smith is one of the true masters of education and his method of teaching and learning can be used for anyone who wants to learn better and faster. smith is a researcher, educator, and author. he is the best-selling author of how to

write and sell nonfiction books, how to write and sell fiction books, and how to teach and learn like dr. smith. smith is currently a full professor of english education at the university of connecticut. in addition, he is the author of 15 other books, including the gene a. smith nonfiction writing and book
publishing system, the nonfiction writing and book publishing system, and his latest book, the gene a. smith program for fast, easy, and fun book publishing and writing.
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